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16 Pet Personality Types:





EXTRAVERSION/ INTROVERSIAN
SENSING/ INTUITION
THINKING/ FEELING
JUDGING/ PERCEIVING

1. The Giver (ENFJ): ENFJs make wonderful service animals. Smart, social and helpful by
nature, this type expresses compassion as well as leadership abilities. Usually dislike being
alone. Interested in how others feel. No wonder, those who surround the ENFJ find them
lovable and inspiring.

EXAMPLES: Mary Poppins, Cottontail, Nana (Peter Pan)
2. The Champ (ENFP): ENFPs are playful non-conformists. They are talented and outgoing.
ENFPs love their freedom and become bored easily. Charming and enthusiastic, Champs are
social creatures and capable of taking on just about any challenge. (Champ kitties are expert
mousers and Champ dogs can play fetch for hours on end.)

EXAMPLES: Ferris Bueller, Benji, the Tramp, Felix the Cat, Thumper (Bambi)
3. The Fearless Leader (ENTJ): INTJ personalities are driven to lead. They are assertive and
intelligent and respond well to structure. Creative problem solvers, they can out-think most
anyone when it comes to planning strategy. (Commander dogs and cats cannot be fooled and
have an uncanny sense of smell.)

EXAMPLES: Napoleon, Sam the Eagle (Muppet Show), King Louie (the Jungle Book)
4. The Smart- Alec (ENTP): ENTP personality types are intellectually quick and resourceful
and love to challenge their humans. These rascals like to have fun and enjoy the company of
others. Witty, curious, and original ENTPs are big endearing personalities. (Known to sass their
humans from time to time.)

EXAMPLES: Tom Sawyer, Buggs Bunny, Br’er Rabbit
5. The Loyal Best Friend (ESFJ): ESFJs are warm hearted and want to be of service. They
put the needs of their human’s before their own and feel a sense of duty and responsibility.
Social and lovable, ESFJ’s respond to praise and positive reinforcement and always want to
please.

EXAMPLES: Zero (Nightmare Before Christmas), Scooby Doo, Woodstock

6. The Super Star (ESFP): ESFPs are extremely social and fun-loving. They love to be the
center of attention and to entertain with their joyful antics. Open to new experiences and full of
life, these natural performers are a favorite to all. (They don’t even mind dressing up if it means
photographs and “ooh”s and “ah”s!)

EXAMPLES: Elvis Presley, Snoopy, Miss Piggy
7. The Enforcer (ESTJ): Pets with ESTJ personality type are dedicated, loyal, and responsible.
They do all in their power to fulfill their duties and have a wonderful work ethic. For instance,
ESTJ dogs would be ideal police K9 officers. Smart and determined, they respond well to training
and mastering challenges Always good intentioned and sometimes bossy.

EXAMPLES: Rin Tin Tin, Lucy (Peanuts), McGruff the Crime Dog
8. The Dynamo (ESTP): ESTPs jump in paws first! Rebellious risk-takers, they know how to
live in the moment. They are very social and full of energy and charisma.

EXAMPLES: Evel Knievel, Danger Mouse, Stitch (Lilo and Stitch), Gonzo (the Muppets)

9. The Wizard (INFJ): The INFJ type is a rare and special type… the wise sage and old soul that
is full of wisdom. They are quietly intense and have a strong value system. Sensitive and intuitive
INFJs share a strong spiritual bond with their human.

EXAMPLES: Albus Dumbledor, Splinter (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles), Jiminy Cricket

10. The Sweet Pea (INFP): INFPs are very sensitive and affectionate. They dislike conflict and
love to cuddle. They get along harmoniously with others and don’t like to get their feelings hurt.
Quiet, loving, gentle and extremely loyal -INFPs are the apple of their human’s eye.

EXAMPLES: Edward Scissorhands, Bambie, Piglet
11. The Mastermind (INTJ): These types are often Alphas, with a magnetic charisma that draw
others in. Confident and strong-willed, independent and ingenious, they master all challenges.
INTJs are known to out-smart their humans.

EXAMPLES: Jay Gatsby, Magneto, Mojo Jojo (the Power Puff Girls)

12. The Brain (INTP): These thoughtful and sophisticated problem solvers are quiet and
reserved by nature. Stimulated by intellectual pursuits, INTPs are original and creative thinkers.
They are neither interested in leading or following, but can entertain themselves by sniffing out
clues and solving mysteries. (Like, where is that excellent smell coming from? And, how might I
reach that bug under the sofa?)

EXAMPLES: Sherlock Holmes, Brain (Inspector Gadget)

13. The Hero (ISFJ): ISFJs are extremely altruistic and supportive of others. They go beyond
what is expected of them and never sit idly by. Trustworthy and stable, protective and
observant, these are the pets that will come to the rescue and save the day.

EXAMPLES: Lassie, Mighty Mouse, Underdog, Puss in Boots
14. The Connoisseur (ISFP): ISFPs love freedom and spontaneity. Adaptable and highly
original, they are “free souls” and non-conformist. These personalities make faithful friends that
are not interested in leading or controlling. Unique in their appreciation of “the finer things.”
This type has a magpie-like attraction to certain objects that may manifest in having special
favorite toys. They also have a sophisticated palette that may cause them to crave one kind of
treat above all others.

EXAMPLES: Winnie the Pooh, Ferdinand the Bull, Flower (Bambie), Cookie Monster

15. The Perfectionist (ISTJ) Loyal and duty-bound, ISTJs are serious, quiet and extremely
responsible. Notable for their intense concentration, this type is goal oriented and highly
intelligent. Not overtly affectionate they express their love through stalwart loyalty and win
hearts with their tireless dedication.

EXAMPLES: Spock, Hermione Granger, Rabbit (Winnie the Pooh)

16. The Toughie (ISTP): ISTPs are quiet, reserved and quite stubborn. But, these types are
brave, ingenious, protective and supremely loyal. They are not overly demonstrative and
sometimes gruff (often they will only have patience for their own special human.) ISTPs are
interested in the inner workings of things and excel at finding practical solutions.

EXAMPLES: Wolverine, Hans Solo, John Wayne

